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TlHI, i.\;T~ITc Thl':OHY OF 1'XPLOOIO, 1DUCi) WhilPPIIG

( )1PUU.L~ PliGIM 1UR.;1PCX1F1CAT10J

A. N. Ilicka, J. 'c. aoid J. L. McKeeman

'frlii report dIetcribvu ai computer program, NJCHE fo. 61A, which evaluates the

'ioroial mdof cqluutionn for the explosion induced whipping motion of ships.

'ho firut. part of the prograim determines the frequencies and shanes of the

vortical heaving, pitching anid whipping modes and a separate, shortened

version of the program (W.C.R.E. Wo. 61B) has been prepared to carry out just

"4',i pirt of' the full calculation. The programs are written entirely in

F"OB(T11A.. ii for running on tui Atlas computer. A version is also to be written

to run wit% the LGTRAN 3 compiler oni a KDI-9 computer. As the progran is

rather loig, no detailed listing is given hiere, althouGh a flow diagram has

boon included (Figure i).

2. The derivation of the equations used in the program is given in an

earlier report [I]J and the equations cover only the simplest possible case;
viz., the completely elastic response of a ship not too close to a pulsating
but non-migratine explosion bubble. The effects of migration, i.e. tne

modi•ict magnitudes of the later pulses, the simple change in the explosion

geometry at later pulses and the more complicated dipole pressure term

induced by the migration are all neglected. Also neglected is the inter-

action of the spherically diverging flow field around the bubble with the

finite size of the ship structure. This effect will be most pronounced for

charges very cloae to the ship. Multiple images, of the explosion bubble

due to the proximity of the water-surface and sea-bottom can however be

inclul'• (up to a maximum of four).
3. Although these complicating effects are not included in the program,

consideraole provision has been made to allow for their later inclusion and 4
the program as it stands should be regarded more as a research tool to
investigate such effects than as an established raeans for predictinig whipping

mt.44-ons. In fact, although the program has been fairly thoroughly checked

to ensure its internal consictency, the validity of the equations has yet to
be confirmed by comparison of the predicted results with experimental data.
The purpose of this report is to present a clear and detailed picture of the

basic program before the proposed, complicating, modifications are carried

out.

4. Unfortunately, the non-linear nature of the plastic response of a ship

hinging during whipping motions precludes the possibility of using a normal

/mode
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2.

mode approach in such cases. The mire direct approach outlined in [i] would

have to be used.

TU E I.QATIOINS

5. To make the report as self contained as possible, the equations are given

here in full, although with little explanation. The ship is considered to be

representable by 'n' lumped masses and rotary inertias connected by (n - 1)

weightless uniform beams of equal length (whoste properties vary however from

beam to beam). The elastic and buoyant nature of the ship is then

represented by the stiffness matrix

[(A+ KC) B r

[ B. C+K] (2n x 2n)

where the (n x n) submatrices A, B and C have the elements defined by

A (a..) ; a.ii 6 (ai + a. ) (i n ), ... , n)

a. a.- 6a (i - l , n - i)
1a, i+ 1+1, 1 "

a.. - 0 otherwise
13

B - (b. ) ; bii - 3(a. - . z (i - l, ... , n)
13 11iii

b, i+l u- , 3a.i (i -1, ... , n- 1)
ii+ +1, 1 1

b.. - 0 otherwise

C (c..) ; c.. ii 2(2 + C) a i- 1 X2 (2 +*c.) (i = 1,..., n)

2
i, i+1 Ci+l, i " i

C.. - 0 otherwise

In these matrices, I is the length of each beam connecting two masses and a.1

and ci are related to the basic beam properties by

12(1 + v)I.
o n M A. X2

1

2E1.
a n a ; a. ; (i- i, n-i)o nl 1 3 (1 + 2ci)

1/
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L• and '' are Young's lodulus arid Poisson's Batio for the material of the beam

section. i. and A. are the moiiment of inertia of the cross section and the

cross-sectional area which is effective in shear (e.[;. for a solid

rectangular cross-section a x b, A would ue '_/3 ab). The stiffness matrix ';

therefore represents fully the effect of shcar deflections.

b. The matrices K anid K' are diagonal matrices representing the effect of

buoyancy. It is assumed tnat when the ship is floating in its equilibrium

position, the sides, at the waterline, are nearly vertical. 'Te diagonal

element k. is then simply

k. = pA i (i ), ... ,

where A wi is the waterplane area associated with the ith mass. k ri is

given by
ki2 2 1

ri = 1-2 ki 12 wi

The symmetric matrix S is transformed into the syimetria matrix E by the

transform
E = MM S Ml1

'where MI is a (2n x 2n) diagonal matrix with elements (ui) given by

w = (m + .M)w
1 n.

•n+i =(R i + R wi

m. is the mass of the ith lumped mass, mi . its added water mass and R. its

rotary inertia. R . is its added water rotary inertia and is given by

Vwi 12 wi

The eigen-values w.2 (they will all be positive) of E are the squares

of the natural angular velocities of the heaving, pitching and whipping modes

of the ship. The frequency of the ith mode is then

W.
f . a I

i 2W

The normal mode shapes of the ship are related to the eigen vectors of E

by the equation

-M e.i

/|lere



4.

Here yi. is the displacement of the jth mass in the ith mode and v i is the

bending rotation at the jth mass due to the ith mode. The computer program
will determine and print out the nodal frequencies and shapes, the shapes

being normalised so that

i M 1 1 - 1

n 2 2(i~e 3 =Z ((m. + i yi M. (R + R i) v.• =
jul 1 Wi 13 1 Wi Ii

For submarines, k. and k . are zero for all i and the first two natural

frequencies will both be zero. This should however cause no difficulties

since the eigen value routine uscd in the program finds accurately orthogonal

eigenvectors even for repeated eigen values. Physically this case

corresponds correctly to zero pitching and heaving frequencies.

8. The normal mode equations of motion are

"" 2 i(
a.i + . a. A V (t) i n1 l3 1 1

In this equation a. is the mode coefficient, V(t) is the volume of the1

explosion bubble and Ai the mode forcing function coefficient defined by

A~ ~ ~ [ +u F) .[i.*Y..g. + (Bv~ + '7 .)v..~
1 K 2  _]. aff1 V Ii13 w i1

M being a diagonal matrix with elements (;i) Given by2!

)

where mi "A I. cross-sectional area of the water
vi I wi 12_ mi I

displaced by the ship at the ith mass. gj and hj are given by

gj gcj + gsj ÷ j + gsBj

h. j ho. + hsj + h Bj + hu Bj

1g.!



5.

D -d D + d 2h- (D + d) -d)
CJ 3 gR 6j 3  

'

cj sj Bj s~j

-3(D - d)(X. -X ) -3(D + d)(X. -x

h , = .1 w_
SRcj Rsj

-3[2h (D + d)](X. - x) -3[2h (D - d)](X. -X

(D w372= ____w____w
I hBj R 5 ; sBJ- -

B5  Rs~.'I 2js~
2

R (D ) 2  22
Rcj = (D - (d + (X .X

2 2 2 2

-Rs (D + d)2 + H2 + (Xj X)

-R . 12h - (D + d)1 + 112 + (x )2

BJ VR 2R2h-B . d 1 + If2 + (X . -X )2

where the geometries are indicated in Figures 2(a) and 2(b). For a given

ship, the program will produce a series of sets of A. corresponding to a

given series of attack geometries.

9. For non-migrating bubbles, the volume-time record of bubbles can be
represented fairly accurately by a single universal, non-dimensional,

volue-time record V(T) and the second derivative of the volume can befsimilarly represented. The program, at present, uses linear interpolation

in a table of values to find VT). Then V(t) - K v(T)

where T - t/T 0

For a charge of W lbs. of T.N.T. (or the T.N.T.equivalent for other
explosives) at a depth P ft., K and T are given by

K :122 wl3(D + 33)3 cu.ft./:::.2

"m T " ~2.94 W113/( ÷35/6
/(D + 3 secs.

The present table for v(T) is given in Table 1 and is shown graphically in
Figure 3. This table, punched on tape, is attached to the end of the
program tape and may easily be replaced by a more realistic version if one is
"available. For values of T greater than the maximum given in the table, the
program puts V(T) - 3.

/10.
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10. As commented on in [i], the equations of motion (1) may not apply in the

early compressible phase of an explosion and VIT) iL not properly defined in

this phase of the motion. To by-pass such difficuities, the compressible

early shock motion is assumed to set up an instantaneous velocity

distribution along the ship, and the function VIT) is assiuned to be zero

until an incompressible flow analysis shows that it would otherwise be

changing from positive to negative. The first -alue of T given in the table

corresponds to this instant. The assumed initial velocity distribution

along the ship is given by

-9

where V is the early bubble maximum rate of' volume expansion, ass3=ed to beC

achieved instaneously. From an incompressible bubble analysis V is foundC

to be given by

V .5950 W cu.ft./sec.
(D + 33)

The program will accept as initial conditions for the integration of

equations (1) either an arbitrary initial velocity distribution specified on

the data tape, or the one specified above. In the latter case, the

distribution will also be printed in the output. With either form of

initial velocity distribution, the initial conditions for the equations (1'

are

I i i ) when t 0
L-q )

For the standard initial velocity distribution these are equivalent to

0 )

U. Equations (1) axe integrated in the program by a step-by-step

Runge-Kutta integration procedure which requires the selection of a suitable

time step length to maint in accuracy (or even stability). For stability

it is necessary that the incremental time step should not exceed about

1/6 of the shortest per:4d (2w/wv) inherent in equations (1). In addition,

the forcing function 0V (t) is sometimes very rapidly changing (e.g. near

each bubble pulse) and someties slowly changing (between the pulses).

/The
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7.Th e tim sep mus beshort enoug otoreresentth forcing fuction
accurately even when it is changing most rapidly. To achieve some

economy in the number of time increments used, the time increment varies

during the integration. It is normally set to 6t = (i/Ntn of the shortest

period present in equations (1)). iJ is given on the data tape and for

accuracy it should normally be at least 8. If, during the integration,

the program finds that the dimensionless increment between the current

tabular values of T in the Vtf) table is less than 6t/To, then it reduces

the increment to this smaller value. The increment is increased again as

soon as possible. Thus, between the pulses, the integration step is tied

to the stability of the differential equations, and near the pulses it is

related to the increments necessary to define the forcing function. If

the standard tabular forcing function is changed, its role in determining

integration step lengths near pulses zhAould be borne in mind.

12. Since many more incremental integration steps will be made than are

necessary to see easily the form of the results, the time increments at

which the results are printed is independent of the integration step length.

A print increment 6t is given on the datd tape and the program prints out
S~p

t, ai and ci at the nearest itegration steps to the print intervals. The
output is therefore not quite at equal time intervals.

13. A knowledge of the mode shapes (yi, yi) and the mode coefficients a.

and their derivatives ;i determine the whipping motion completely.

Generally however it is more convenient to know the total motion (displacement.

velocity, bending moment, shearing force and deck stress) at specified

points along the ship. This motion at a point distance x from the bows of

the ship may be determined from the equations:-

N2
Displacement ; Y(x,t) a (t) Yi W

uil i

Ni

Velocity , y(x,t) E OL c.(t)y Wi'J.1 1

(2)

Bending Moment; N(x,t) - 2 a (t) M.(x)

N 2
Shearing Force; S"(x,t) E 1 i(t) W.(x)i-l l

Deck Stress o(x't) ,4(At)
I/e

' /where



8.

vhesre X2 is the, number of rinudet beiniý c'ounaklderm l, I in thOr ra'.n-'e't.':sal

moumnt of inertia for the beam section at tite point, x AIM y it t.U10 4I rata'e or

the deck from the neutral axis of that, ptu-Licultu" bo;,i se•-t.A01,. T'hit

quantities yW(x), M (x) andki. ('x) are called the lmittil10 0 IIt'dei 1:Oe1' t.41

in the program and .are 'tic displacenont, bending .moment and vhoarint, frorce at.

the point x when the l1mpod mass displacements and rotations are defined by

the ith mode shape (?i, v)"

14. Since each beam section is of length '*', x can be exprteesd as

x - (Q - i)L + ; where 0 s 7 z, t

WA x will lie in the jth beam with shear area Aj and woment of inertia

I.. (1(x), Mi(x) and S.(x) are then given by the equations

ILI
(3)

2 --

yi(X) 1 x X (1I E,
2E1.

'ii
M i(x) 0 0 1. ML

-W~x 0 0 0
where rij and viS have the as= meaninga& earlier (displacement and rotationLI
at jth mass in ith mode) and, again as earlier

2(1 2 + v)I

A. t2

2EI.

-3 .
I (I + 2c,)

The sign convention for these quantities is shown in Figure 4.

If required, the program will form and print out both the positional mode

coefficients and for each print time step, the summations defined by (2).

These quantities can be compared directly with experiment.

ROTARY INERTIAS

15. In all the above equations it has been assumed that rotary inertia plays

an important part in determining the mode shapes. Where it is thought this

/is



i a Ilo , O il' k'"Me I h •It" 1 I'd o l " III , -111 lth v V 1.4• tio t L •I it•ll"'k IV 2111) 114V Ito
A rrod

'1I10 (.it X II ) I, tI C1gIta, 1i X ia 1 1'pl a' d by fhn (11 i 11) • iat1

6 A 4-111 IW

'MiO (.'It x ,II) ilia ti I X ; in .' ra '0 , 1 by ol Iy (t 1 x 1 ) iI t, I IX

le -H II

w.Iere Mli iN tW1C (n X 11) diftA1111I MatLrix wit.h ,Ieinni2tOat gioliV by

1A +
•': ('" ÷ %)'i (i - 1,.....,,

L hbs only i oitien values aiid vectoro.

From each eigetivvctor e. the dispIacemn•ntm of the luuped manes in tho

ith mode shape #ae etermined by

Y.N M it..

Thin equation however now only given the displacements. The rotations

must be determined from the auxiliary equation

-. - C 1B T

The normalisation of the modes in this case is such that

yi M •i 1

n 2
ile* L: (Mn + in.y..-Iej.l . wi VYij

Mhe mode forcing functions are then given by

1 mlv i ) wi ij jj

where M2 is the obvious (n x n) contraction of M2 . Similarly the initial

velocity distribution equation is a simple contraction of the rotary inertia

case.

16. The progrea, incorporates all these modifications to the basic equation

when rotary inertias are to be suppressed.

/S.BOUTINES
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1. The ,program ,•o&a s the, I'l lowl ai suomutl, i i.=

711is pr ints out amide il quent-16 em azd 01Aha46
(b ) 1111INT -: 4

This routine -' in•Lt the forcinig •n•ututi on 'owlU i'' ialit,. wilne tchin.

are ,'quired.
(a) hK (N)=

Thip oarried out a Intgei&;o Kuttat iltoeax'atioin o ^ not or 14 ' fil'st

order differoutial equations. It reo|uiro eI at broutille

AUX (1, TA) to met tip values of the right haid aide or the

equations.

(d) AUX (1, TA)

This routine sets up tha right aind wide* of the orqumtiono solved

by the routine RK. The right hand aides hav| the form

Ai V (t) and the routine needs another routine 'oLU1CDM (TA) to

givO the current value of •'(t.) at tim t - TA. When the

explosion bubble is migrating, the Ai values will also be tim

dependent. This case is indicated to the program by setting D

on the data tape to minus the actual charge depth. AUX will

thon call in an additionia routine FOHMD(TA) which will determine

the current depth D(t) of the buhhle and then set corresponding

A values. In the non-migrating case the same X, values are
iI

retained throughout the integration. The parameter I determines

whether the current entry to AUX is the let, znu, 3rd or 4th for

the integration step. On the 2nd mnd 4th entries AUX adds

DXLTAT (DELTAT is the current integr•ation step length) to TA.

(e)LADA;

Given the attack geometry d, h, W, %, II and the charge depth D,

which is possibly time dependent (set by FORMD prior to entry to

IAMDA) , this routine calculates j and h, from these and the mode

shapes, determines th • alues of A , the mode forcing function

coefficients. It also tests n, and, if this is negative, it

calls in PRINT 2 to print out the values of X..

(f) MATDVI;

This routine carries out the matrix division required in the evalu&-

tion of S , the stiffness matrix in the non-rotary inertia case

(g) MCEIGN;

This routine is a master ro3utine for calling in a suite of sub-

routines which carry out an hiGW type determination of the eigen

/values
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value atit VCt'tir? or a n"y1VIwttrit' j talti.rt x. 'Ilih i-out. nin are

d ati ri e10 il4 di Ot. A II iu (.']. i) nly It'lhl 6irnt I. I si, ell vaLue* (in

woolawicil ort!r or r'l'erqluoly) Are 1u'otltt anid the I'OUtnIes •,i ll

iiiv" ortIqloAMII vvctul-t11 OVe,21 r "" peattd .-,o t.d (e.1t. zero

f'roaqteiioy l~itch And honvo for A nubhnergd nubrarrimne). 'T'he

suite or aubroat, insti 'ononaints ofr?-

NCI ITI) - Ilouseholder 'rridiagosaliuation

NCTIDII; - TridikNo.oni. Matrix root bisection routine

ZT1UItM - ;iturm mequenea evaluation

NCJi,' - 1;;eoration r'outine for equal/nearly equal roots

NCTRI1 - Inverme Iterat ion procedure

itCOHI'TI - Ortho/ionaliaat. ton of vectors at a repeated root

NCMAKTH - Back trannformation of vectors

(h) F01IU4D (TA)i

This routine is called in by AUX, when the migrating bubble case in

specified on the data-tape by setting D to - (charge depth).

It should determine the depth of the explosion bubble centre for

a given value TA of the time since the charge detonated. It

should then cll in the subroutine LAI-LDA to set values of A.l

At present the subroutine is merely a dummy, leaving the value of

D unchanged. The program can therefore only deal with the non-

migrating case.

(i) SECDER (TA);

This routine determines the value of V(t), the bubble volume

acceleration for the current value t - IA of the time since

detonation. It also determines the largest time interval

consistent with a reasonably accurate definition of V(t) where

this is changing rapidly (near the bubble pulses). The normal

integration interval for subroutine RK is DEL. DELW is the

next integration step which will be used. If the time interval

defining V is less than DEL then DELW is put equal to the V

interval. If however the interval is greater than DEL then

DELW is set equal to DEL. The present SECDER routine computes

a 'scale' time T to reduce TA to a dimensionless time T. It

irsterpolates linearly in a table of values to find a dimensionless

acceleration v(T) and converts this to the required ;Auntity

V(TA) by another scale factor K. T and K are described in

paragraph 8. The current time interval needed to describe V

is T times the current increment in the table.
0



18. This can vry conmiderably, dependilg on tho outp)ut ri'suired of the

caloulation. Table 2 shows a schematic basic data tazp, together with the

inp•t formats and units. The description in 'Table ;1 ildicatos where

additions or subtractions to the basic data tape should be made. 6overal of

m prWamters (e.d. n, X, 2ii. etc.) serve both as basic data and as control

parmosters. If oet to zero they return control to an earlier point in the

progra jo that sections of the calculation may be repeated several times with

different cets of data. The program can only be properly terminated by

using these control paramters to return control to the start of the data tape

mad then setting n - 0. These control parameters are described more fully in

the folloving notes.

MoE�SON To DAT A uAps'

19. (a) The data tape is in two logicall. distinct parts:- the first, from

a to 7 gives details of the ship, its girder strength etc., and the

points along it of particular interest. The second part, from

U1 to tF, gives details of the attack geometry and the integration

procedure. The program is arranged so that the second part,

from nh, may be repeated as often an required so that, at one run,

several different attack geometries may be used against the same

ship gesietry, the ship normal modes being evaluated only on

the first calculation. To finish calculations for the one ship,

a duxwi value zero should replace the next nl; this returns

control to the start of the data tape, where a completely new ship

can be considered if required by repeating the entire data tape

with the new ship values. Alternatively, a second dumm value,

zero, for the new n will stop the program.

(b) If only the mode shapes and frequencies are of interest and these

are to be evaluated for several different ships or several times

for the same ship with minor changes in the ship details, this is

more simply accomplished by setting N2 m 0 in each set of ship

data ard omitting the rest of the tape for each case. When N2

is read, if it is zero, control is returned immediately to the

start of the tape. A separate shortened version N&CbR.E. No. 61B

of the program has been made which evaluates only the normal

modes and frequencies. The data tape for the short version is as

for the full program down to N1 but then repeats if more than one

calculation is required.

A(c)
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These are uned dlurini,, tie integrtition to compute the total

dinplucelmcent, velocity, bcnding r).ment, shear force and deck

UtrOBI due to iLl toe included modei tLctinl together. They may

however be of interest by thenoielves and will be printed out if

m is specified as it negative value.

(d) ',te histories of some of the quantities displacement, velocity,

bending moment etc. may not be required, and to reduce the

output only the relevant ones need be printed. The parameters

determining the print are Li, L2 and L3

L - 1 displacement and velocity are printed

L - 0 " not printed

L - 1 bending moment and shear force are printed

L2 n 0 it" " " "i not printed

L3 a 1 deck stress is printed

L3 = 0 " " it not printed

(e) lumber of Charge Images

As noted in paragraph 7, the free water surface and the sea I
bottom may influence the ship whipping if the ship or the charge

is close to either. Their effect is approximated by images;

the number of images being determined by In1 .

In1 - 1 ; charge only

In11 = 2 ; charge + surface ima6e

InI! - 3 ; + " bcttom imagc

In 1 - 4  ; + + + it + image of

bottom image in the surface

If n1 is set to zero, it immediately returns the program control

to the start of the data tape (n). Although these images

account for the distortion of the fluid flow due to the oottom

and free surface, they do not include the effect on the bubble

period. Consequently, for charges very close to the bottom it

would be better to put InlI - 1 or 2, ignoring the bottom image,

and to use twice the 6iven charge weight for W.

(f) Mode Forcing Function Coefficients

Apart from minor changes in the bubble period due to differing

charge depths, the extent to which each mode is excited is, by

the linearity of the equations (1), proportional to the mode

/forcing



A

forcing function coefficients A. A grmat deal may therefore be

learnt about the relative severities of different attack geometries

simply by comparing the mode coefficients for the geometries.

Such studies minimise the number of complete integrations required.

The AiI's will be printed if n1 is given a negative value. To

evaluate ý;everal sets of A.i for different attack geometries, the

basic geometry set d, h, W, xv, 11, D may be repeated as often as

desired if the values of W are all made negative. 1WI will then

be used as the charge weight. If any positive value of W is

encountered the program will continue normally, or, if a zero

value is specified in a dummy geometry set, control will be

retvrned immediately to the data-tape at the position N2 (see

Note (b)).

(g) If D in the attack geometry set is given as negative, the program

viil assume that bubble migration is taking place during the

integration and the subroutine FORM, will be expected to give the

bubble depth at any specified time. This will allow for the

change in the position of the bubble between pulses but will not

allow for the effect of the migration on the magnitude of the

pulses. At present FORMD is a dummy routine (see subroutine (h)).

(h) Initial Velocity Distribution

This should normally be determined by the equations of paragraph 9

and for this case N3 should be 0 or 1. If N3 - O, the initial

values of a and § only will be computed, as initial conditions

for the Runge-Kutta integration. If N3 " i, the actual values of

[c and v will also be computed and printed. A non-standard

velocity distribution may be specified on the data tape if

required by setting N3 equal to 2. If rotary intertias have

been included, both yc and vc will have to be given on the data

tape, but if rotary inertia has been neglected throughout, then

only yc should be specified.

20, This depends very much on the data tape used since most of the output is

optional. The output has been extensively titled and, apart from the units

used is self explanatory. The maximum output consists of

(a) Mode shapes and frequencies. The displacements are in feet and

the frequencies in cycles/sec.

(b) Positional mode coefficients. These values refer to the ship

under unit defc.--ation successively in each mode. The units are

/displacement
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displacement - ft., moment - lbs.ft. , shear force - lbs., deck

stress (SIGM4A) - lbs./sq.in. This last quantity is the

longitudinal stress at the specified distance Ix' along the

ship and height y above the neutral axis.

(c) Attack geometry data. These are the quantities d, h, W, x),ý H and

D as given on the data tape except that negative values for

W and D (used to control the course of the program) will have

been suppressed. The units are as for the data tape.

(d) Forcing function coefficients. These values Al, A2, ""., AN
3 2

are in (feet)-3.

(e) Initial velocity distribution. y is in ft./sec. and v in
-I

sec.

(f) Time histories. For each print-time increment, the time (in secs.)

is followed by the values of the mode coefficients a and

Then for each specified position x, the displacement, velocity

etc. due to all the specified modes together is given.

MAXIMM SIZE OF CALCULATION

21. The program can cope with a ship divided into up to 40 lumped masses

and 40 lumped rotary inertias (i.e. 80 degrees of freedom).

22. Up to 20 positions may be specified for positional mode coefficients

and displacement etc. histories.

REFRENCES
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2. Cr. Room: "Two matrix program specifications: eigenvalue determination
and supermatrix solution of equations" (to be published).
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TABLE 1

DIMI•SNSILESS VOLUV. ACCERATION V(T)

0.16850 + 0.0000 2.18649 - 2.0505

0.19281 0.5827 2.28430 - 1.6194

0.28521 1.9905 2.34820 - 1.1452

0.34729 2.5879 2.39739 - 0.6150

0.4,2805 3.1353 2.43765 - 0.0106

0.55009 3.6433 2.47166 + o.6945

0.41611 - 3.9090 2.50104 + 1.5392

0.76462 - 3.9090 2.52688 + 2.5837

0.93o64 - 3.6433 2.55021 + 3.9240

1.05268 - 3.1353 2.57237 + 5.7217

1.13344 - 2.5879 2.58638 + 7.1310

1.19552 - 1.9905 2.59759 + 8.2644

1.28792 - 0.5827 2.60543 + 8.9034

1.31223 + 0.0000 2.61352 + 9.2785

1.37936 + 2.5207

1.41973 + 6.0896 2.62008 +1o.4291

1.44802 ÷12.914o 2.6249o + 9.854o

1.45846 ÷19.2760 2.63518 + 7.7911

1.46971 +37.2590 2.65371 + 4.6281

1.47366 ÷52.6290 2.66761 + 3.1751

1.4T7769 +79.1790 2.68312 + 2.0977

1.4T7859 +85.4500 2.72113 + 0.5882

1.A7930 +89.5690 2.77276 - o.4515

1.A7962 +91.oO60 2.80650 - 0.8710

1.48006 +92.4780 2.84889 - 1.2455

1.48036 +93.0770 2.90710 - 1.5855

1.48449 + 9.2785

1.49258 + 8.9034

1.50042 4 8.2644

1.51163 + 7.1310

1.52564 + 5.7217

1.54T780 + 3.924o

1.57113 + 2.5837

1.59697 + 1.5392

1.62635 + o.6945

1.66036 - 0.0106
1.70062 - 0.6150

1.74981 - 1.1452

1.81367 - 1.6194
1.91152 - 2.0505

2.03656 - 2.2490
2.06145 - 2.2,90!9
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